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1- Transmit



(KPa)2.21E+07Shear modulus,G(g/cm3)2.7Reference density

(KPa)6E+04Compressive strength, fc(g/cm3)2.52Porous density

0.1Tensile strength, ft/fc(m/s)5E+03Porous soundspeed

0.18Shearstrength, fs/fc(KPa)9.33E+04Initial compaction pressure

1.6Intact failuresurfaceconstant, A(KPa)6.000E+06Solid compaction pressure

0.61Intact failuresurfaceexponent, N3Compaction exponent

6.81E-01Tens./Comp. meridianratio, Q2,0(KPa)3.527E+07Bulk modulus, A1

1.05E-02Brittle toductiletransition,BQ(KPa)3.958E+07Parameter, A2

2G (elastic)/G (elastic plastic)(KPa)9.040E+05Parameter, A3

0.7Elastic strength/ft1.220Parameter, B0

0.53Elastic strength/fc1.220Parameter, B1

1.6Residual strengthconstant, B(KPa)3.527E+07Parameter, T1

0.61Residual strengthexponent, M(KPa)0.00Parameter, T2

9.09E-03Compressive strainrateexponent, alpha(K)3.000E+02Reference temperature

1.25E-02Compressive strainrateexponent, delta(J/kgK)6.540E+02Specific heat

1.00E+20Max. fracture strength ratio(J/mKs)0.000E+00Thermal conductivity
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1- Correlation Coefficient





kg/m^3 m/s kg/m^2s kj/m^3 Kpa m^3

C4 1601 8193 13,116,993 9,000,000 28,000,000 1.92593

Zhelatin 1450 6551.724 9,500,000 6,554,000 1,007,000 1.85185

TNT 1630 6930 11,295,900 6,000,000 21,000,000 1.74074

Anfo 931 4160 3,872,960 2,484,000 5,150,000 1.48148
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Numerical Study of the Impact of Explosive Material
Specifications on Tunnel Boring

S. Sh. Emamzadeh1

H. Arman Nia2

Tunnels are one of the access elements to underground structures playing a vital role in passive
defense. In regard to the high cost of constructing tunnels, many methods have been presented to
improve and make such projects more cost effective. One of the common methods in our country to
construct tunnels is the ditching and firing. In tunnel construction using ditching and firing, the
explosive features are determined, taking the stone material of the tunnel site into consideration.
The number and diameter of blast holes, type and the amount of explosive material to be used and
the explosion pattern, as well, are among the items to be determined. One way to reduce the costs is
to use the appropriate type and amount of the explosive material which is in turn, dependent on
knowing the specifications of the explosive material and tunnel site stone. The explosive material is
especially important due to properties such as density, blast velocity, impedance, energy in mass
unit and pressure. Therefore, the type and explosive material for every stone should be exactly
identified. Predicting the destruction intensity is dependent on long experience, repeating several
explosions and observing the results. In general, after several explosions and observing the results,
the optimum amount of explosive material will be determined with trial and error. The explosion
simulation before performing the main operation can be one of the appropriate methods to reduce
time, costs and predicting better explosion-induced results. In this essay, the equations governing
blast wave propagation are solved using limited numerical elements and the behavioral model of
RHT has been used as the criteria of separation and submission of stone material. The results of this
research indicate that in order to choose reliable explosive material to destroy stones, the most
effective variable is the amount of energy on the mass unit of that explosive material. The analytical
results of the project sensitivity can be used to reduce the costs of underground passive defense
projects.
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